
Wolf Components and Accessories for Cyberbike Electric Mountain Bikes

Wolf e-Spec Fender Set Installation Instructions

Tools Needed:

● Diagonal Cutter

Parts Included:

Front/Rear Fenders (2)

Mounting Ties (8)

Preparation:

 Unpack All Components: Lay out the fenders, Zip Ties, as shown. Ensure all items are

present according to the parts list provided.

 Tool Preparation: Gather the necessary cutting tool for the installation.

Installation Steps:

Front Fender Installation:

 Position the Front Fender on a flat surface.

 Insert (4) zip ties as shown



 Place the front fender under the front fork cross member of your Cyberbike, ensuring it

is centered.

+

Front fender positioning under the fork.

Do not tighten the outer zip ties too tight or it will force the fender to rub on the tire. If you
have installed larger tires, placement of fenders will require modification to allow sufficient
clearance, but function of fenders has been demonstrated up to at least and including 2.6”
wide tires, or great, depending upon tread pattern and tire model.

 If your Cyberbike is fitted with a Cyberlight or Cyberlight Aurora Triple-beam headlamp,

you may wish to remove it to simplify the fender installation, although it is not entirely

necessary.



 Attach zip ties

 

 Finalized front fender installation showing a secured position.

 Secure the Fender: Once the Fender is aligned, tighten the zip ties fully. When you have

positioned the ties to allow access to the Cyberberlight mounting screw hole on the

rear of the fork cross member, you may finalize placement. Ensure the fender is firm

and does not wobble. Trim the ends off the ties- DO NOT USE RAZOR; that would be

silly and dangerous.

Rear Fender Installation:

 Position the Rear Fender on a flat surface.

 Insert (4) zip ties as shown

 Place the Rear Fender under the rear seatstay cross member of your Cyberbike,

ensuring it is centered.

 



 Position the Rear Fender: Align the rear fender with the frame's rear, above the rear

tire. RUN THE ZIP TIES UNDERNEATH THE BRAKE AND SHIFTER CABLES SO AS NOT

TO COMPRESS THEM. Ensure the fender is centered and the curve matches the tire’s

shape.



 







 Final Adjustments: Make any necessary adjustments to the fender positions to

prevent tire rubbing and ensure coverage. Tighten all hardware to secure the fenders

in place.

Post-Installation:

● Inspect the Installation: Ensure all ties and Fenders are securely fastened and the

fenders do not interfere with the movement of the tires.

● Test Ride: Carefully test ride the bike in a safe area to ensure the fenders remain

secure and do not interfere with the bike's operation.

Maintenance:

● Regularly check the fender mounts and ties for tightness.

● Clean the fenders with a soft cloth and mild detergent to remove dirt and grime.

By following these instructions and using the accompanying images for reference, you can

successfully install the Wolf e-Spec Fender Set on your Cyberbike Electric Mountain Bike,

enhancing its versatility and performance in various weather conditions.


